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About This Game

In a world where most of humanity spends their waking life inside VR, one corporation has vast control over the planet. To
ensure the freedom of humanity, you must enter the private simulation of an inventor long-thought dead.

Roomscale Gameplay

Have you ever played an old wooden marble-maze that you tilt to move the marble toward the goal? Imagine that you had a huge
one that you walked around on top of, and the maze tilted with your body weight. That's the basic idea that inspired the

gameplay of Tilted Mind. There are 6 mazes you must beat in order to win the game.

Features

The game can be played with optional body tracking if you have 3 Vive Trackers in addition to your 2 controllers.
Attach one Vive Tracker to the top of each foot and one to your back on your belt. (Calibrate the body after the intro
video has played by pressing down in the menu and choosing "Recalibrate Body.") If you want to try body tracking and
have only 2 Vive Trackers, you can still try it, but it's not optimized for 2 Trackers.

Optional "Comfort Mode" that lets you play without the maze tilting--the ball gets pulled towards an arrow extending
from your remote.
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Title: Tilted Mind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Paul Svelmoe
Publisher:
Paul Svelmoe
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (possibly Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Oculus Touch support through SteamVR

English
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Wonderful.
A nice little heartfelt thank you.. i realy wanted to like this game, i like all the elements in it, but it has massive control
problems. is is not playable, at least with keyboard and keyboard + mouse is worse. it is a bad port.
i am getting a refund.. surprisingly fun. remember to save.. For me this one is a nice VR Zombie game. You need to defend
your little base with a bow, handgun and an AK. The reloading system is also nice.
I like also the zombies.

There is also a tutorial to manage the weapons.

For now it is early access, but it is good playable.
Some stuff was written in Chinese language, but most of it is translated to English

I hope there will be other area's, weapons. Because for the current content only the price is a little to high.

I made a movie with the tutorial and the base defending:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6FTcnCr6oag. Boring. Expected a little more depth to the game, but it's shoot at rocks,
shoot at enemies, upgrade gear, go to another area, rinse and repeat. From the other comments, it seems like there is more of a
story that becomes revealed the further along you get, but that's not appealing enough to me to get through the repetition. Maybe
Freespace 2 and Freespace Open have raised my standards for space sim games. Everspace does not cut it for me.
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I don't regret buying this game during sales, it was fun for the most part.

I liked the minimalistic approach, there is no forced story or any unnecessary text.

But everything about it is... average. The puzzles, the platforming, the style, the soundtrack, nothing stands out in a good or bad
way.

And to be honest, I think it's way overpriced, and that's the main problem. It only took about three hours to do everything the
game offers, and it's not outstanding enough for me to play through it more than twice. This is really the only reason why I can't
give it a positive review.

Overall, I think you can give it a try and see if it suits you. But definitely wait for it to be on sale, it's not worth the full price..
Amazingly enough, this isn't bad at all!
smoothly optimized, the graphics are appealing - 3D bubsy hasn't looked this good, probably ever.

It plays out much liek you expect a bit trip runner style game to play, only this one breaks things up differently.
you have the three base chars of Bubsy, Vergil and Wooloie to complete their own version of each level, and if you collect three
Arnold token pieces for each char, it opens up a special stage for arnold where you basically play the special stages from Sonic
2.

The humour and writing is on-point, Bubsy knows he's a washed up has been, or more like - a never was - but still has his charm
of being super cocky as well.

You collect yarn in the levels, and you can use that yarn to unlock outfits for your 4 characters - Bubsy has the best ones, imo.

The 4 charas all play wildly different, Bubsy controls as expected - vergil has a double jump and a ground pound, and Wollie is
a ufo - so she can move anywhere,m whenever - and has to shoot down foes as well. It's a nice way to break up pacing, so you
aren't feeling liek you're just replaying the same level 3 times, with a different skin.

You earn completion medals for each char, and those unlock more levels.

The amount of polish in this is pretty nice to see, and yeah - a Bubsy game that's actually good, who would've guessed?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=A2v6pRnCTWQ. Very Short Campaign, Great Game play. Adds a new Unique feature to
Dog fighting called Sliding. the best way to describe it would be a 360 degree turret ability with all guns and missles. It
integrates almost seemlessly with the navigation controls so you are able to pilot and shoot with it. The AI Elites can be a
handful without sliding so if your having trouble learn to use it. That said however the AI has a serious flaw with close proximity
to solid objects, if you lure them into a dogfight at very close range to a large ship they may crash into it killing themselves. I
was able to do this twice, once by accident the second time on purpose ^_^.

Overall, a very thought out and well made space combat sim. The story and campaing however due to it being much to short was
a dissapointment.. Great game, but this needs 32-bit support!! I gifted my friends these games only to find out that some cannot
even run the game. PLEASE make this 32-bit OS compatible!!. Very early feedback as there's close to no review.
The game is running flawlessly and is totaly responsive. UI and GUI are pretty bare bones but functional.
Tooltips are here to explain your character sheet and other required info.
The tutorial is also basic but seemed enough to me. There's also a player's guide.

I feel like i need to mention this: The game is real time for exploration and turn-based with AP (tokens) during combat phases. I
mention that because i couldn't tell from the Store page (both vids and dev description).
Really feels like a Fallout in 2.5D, with a different world and a turn-based system taking into account Time Units based on
Action types.
Character sheet is based on Attributes\/Skills\/resistances\/Perks...Seems pretty solid so far.
You can recruit NPCs and wild animals through a surrender mechanic allowing you to choose followers from a wild variety
(raiders\/snakes...)
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Gear seems to have a good impact and trading with NPCs really feels Fallout like in a good way (no currency here but pure
trade altered by your Barter skill).
Mod support and Steam workshop is also a thing (with a guide).

I'll update this review each time i get to play the game but for the bucks and care put into the game, it's a win so far.. If you want
to scratch that match-three itch, with a non-Candy-Crush-RMT-esque-vibe, try the demo -- it's free!

If the demo makes you want to buy it, be _just_ a little careful.. The first levels are fun and easy, but there are some difficulty
jumps to deal with. As in, annoying dynamics that seem to auto-lose you the level you're currently on, several times.

Not that there's anything like permadeath in this game -- the Casual tag is earned. Quite the opposite, you can grind earlier levels
for deployable upgrades. It's just that, they're _random_ in their placement, and they still mostly depend on "gem" color.

The gameplay is fast, the characters are cute -- it's the perfect time-waster I've been looking for. Recommended.
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